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contrast, the presence (or deliberate absence) of digits can
directly affect the music by changing the duration of nearby
notes - information that must be reconstructed and interpreted
correctly. To understand if a digit needs special treatment
depends on the semantic class it belongs to, like tuplet or
fingering. We have identified and grouped digits that appear
in music scores into one of the ten classes, shown in Table I.

Abstract—Digits play an essential role in music scores and need
to be reconstructed correctly by any Optical Music Recognition
system. This challenge is frequently underestimated and can
be a potential source of error if done incorrectly. Typical
challenges come from the contextual nature of music notation,
ambiguities and general computer-vision issues stemming from
image acquisition. In this paper, we discuss the nature of this
problem, how image-based methods can be used to tackle them
and why they are not enough to fully solve this challenge.
Index Terms—Optical Music Recognition, Digits, Image Classification

A. Challenges
The first challenge one has to tackle is to actually find all
digits in an image of music scores. Computer vision methods
can be used to solve this, with deep-learning-based approaches
showing the most promising results in the last couple of
years [2]–[5]. Typical problems that one encounters include
bad-quality scans, noise, image distortions, and intra-class
variations (e.g., digits being printed in different fonts, italic or
bold, or sometimes enclosed in a box or circle). Assuming that
this problem can be solved with a powerful neural network,
trained on a large number of training samples, we still solved
only half of the puzzle. However, knowing which digit appears
where, and what number is being depicted is a great start that
enables further processing.
The second challenge is the assignment problem of the
digits to one of the ten classes, mentioned in Table I. Keep in
mind, that these ten classes are categories that we found useful
in our work, but are by no means authoritative. This problem
is much harder than the first challenge, as it requires a deep
understanding not only of the digit, but also of the surrounding
context. The reason is that the context often determines the
interpretation, thus the class. For example, a three could be a
measure number, fingering instruction or the signal that three
notes are grouped into a triplet (see Fig. 1).
Some information can potentially be exploited to ease this
classification process: While several classes of digits can
appear anywhere in the score, other classes only make sense
in a very specific context. E.g., a measure number is almost
always written at the beginning of a measure (above or below),
but usually not in the middle of it. Fingering instructions and
multi-measure rests must always have a nearby note and rest,
respectively. While this visual context information can be very
helpful for a wide range of cases, some problems cannot be
resolved by just looking at the image—a deeper semantical
analysis must be applied.
The first case, where the visual information is not sufficient
are ambiguities between fingering instructions and tuplets. 1(b)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Music notation tries to capture and encode the most important aspects of music, including the pitch and rhythm, as
well as other performance instructions. By convention, many
of these aspects are encoded by using numerical information,
like the rhythmical division of a measure, the harmony to be
played or the finger that should be used to hit a certain note
in case of instrumental music.
When developing an Optical Music Recognition (OMR)
system [1], these digits have to be reconstructed and assigned
to a specific class, to correctly interpret their semantics. For
example, a three on top of a note can be an instruction to the
musician to use the third finger, or can alter the rhythm of the
three closest notes.
However, correctly reconstructing digits can be extremely
challenging for multiple reasons, including the assignment
problem, intra-class variations, ambiguities, or general recognition problems. In this paper, we want to discuss these
challenges in detail, list some approaches that may be used
to tackle this problem, and share some open problems that we
were not able to solve yet.
II. D IGITS IN M USIC S CORES
Text and digits are integral parts of music notation, as they
encode essential information for the musician. Recognizing
text and digits can be challenging, but especially digits present
some unique challenges that developers of OMR systems
should be aware of. When reconstructing the semantics of
text, the content is usually sufficient, e.g., the letters mf can
be classified as dynamics, giving the musician information
on how loud he should play. While there are some special
cases, where the text changes the music, OMR systems can
generally reconstruct the text and remaining music as it is,
leaving the interpretation of the text to the performer. In stark
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TABLE I
T HE TEN CLASSES OF DIGITS THAT WE IDENTIFIED AND USED IN AUTOMATIC IMAGE CLASSIFICATION . T HE DIGIT IN QUESTION IS ALWAYS CENTERED .
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(a)

(b)
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Fig. 1. The number 3, serving as measure number (a), fingering instruction (b) and triplet (c).

and 2(b) contain examples of a digit appearing in a position
that is ambiguous when looked at in isolation. Studying a large
corpus reveals that these ambiguities aren’t rare events, but
encountered frequently.

To make this challenge even harder, many researchers that
tackle this problem and only review a hand-full of scores, discover common patterns that they falsely interpret as universal
rules that can be hard-coded into their system. An example
for such a pattern is that tuplets frequently appear next to a
beamed group of notes. If one builds a system that relies on
those beams to detect tuplets, their system will have difficulties
with music pieces that fall out of this rule (see Figure 3).

The second case, where the visual information can not
be relied upon is when the respective digit is missing. 2(a)
contains an example of a common pattern in music notation:
If multiple notes are repeatedly grouped into tuplets, the tuplet
numbers are omitted after a few measures to not distract
from the depicted music. Any OMR system encountering this
situation has to “dream up” these invisible numbers when
analysing the rhythmical structure, trying to come up with a
plausible hypothesis on how to interpret that section of music.
2(b) is particularly tricky, because the groups in the upper
stave are indeed triplets, so technically, the number three could
correctly indicate a triplet, however, in this case is meant to
be a fingering indication. If an OMR system would (correctly)
interpret that three as a triplet indicator and hide it, due to the
implicit notation, we would lose important information.

III. C LASSIFYING D IGITS IN M USIC S CORES
So how can we solve this problem? Admittedly, we underestimated this challenge too and want to give some insights
into possible approaches and how they are insufficient to fully
solve this problem.
In the era of Deep Learning, it is not uncommon to try if the
problem can be solved with machine learning. Given the visual
nature of the problem and several previous works that showed
promising results for similar challenges [6], convolutional
neural networks were evaluated first. Image classification
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Excerpt of Schubert’s Impromptus, Opus 90 (D 899): Triplets are omitted starting in the second measure (left). Musicians are expected to understand
the rule of good continuation and fill in the missing thirds afterwards. Later threes that appear in the middle of three grouped notes are to be understood as
fingering indications (right).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Excerpt of Schubert’s Lindenbaum (D 911, Edition Peters): Triplets appear horizontally centered for each beam (a). While triplets are often visually
grouped by a beam, it is not always the case (b). In this particular case, a fingering instruction can be ruled out, because it would be incompatible to the used
instrument (voice).

B. Results

problems are nowadays well understood and can typically be
solved very well, so a neural network that classifies a digit in
an image into one of the ten classes given above presents a
sensible choice. We followed a similar approach as proposed
for position classification of notes in mensural notation in [7].
Given an image of music that contains a digit in the center,
the neural network is challenged to estimate the likelihood
of the digit belonging to each class. We assumed, that if
enough (visual) context is available, that the problem should
be solvable. Additional information can be added as inputs to
the network, like the value of the depicted digit (0-9), a-priori
distributions of combinations between values and classes (e.g.,
a tuplet with the value 3 is more likely than the value 2), or
compatibility information between the classes and digit values
(e.g., fingering instructions are limited to the values 0-5, thus
making the values 6, 7, 8, and 9 incompatible to that class). In
theory, that should be enough information for a neural network
to produce very good results, if enough data is available.
Finally, the semantical reconstruction stage in the OMR
system has to evaluate different hypotheses to come up with
a final interpretation of a given piece of music, resolving
conflicts, such as over-full or under-full measures.

After training the neural network for several epochs, it
typically converged to a validation accuracy of over 95%.
However, in practise, it did not live up to that number. Initially,
the network was only trained on synthetic examples, and
performed quite poorly on real scores. To combat this issue, we
added fine-tuning on the 7000 manually annotated, real scores.
Unfortunately, the performance in real-world applications was
still underwhelming with less than 60% accuracy.
We hypothesise the following reasons could have contributed to that poor performance:
•

•

•

A. Dataset
To train such a neural network, we created a dataset with
over 10.000 samples, containing both synthetic and real score
images. The digit in question was always centered in that image. To ensure the quality, about 7000 samples were manually
annotated, based on the detection results of real scores.

•
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The network classified the entire image, instead of just
the digit in the center of the image. Given that the neural
network had no attention mechanisms, it had difficulties
figuring out which part of the image is relevant (see
Fig. 4).
The synthetic samples do not cover all real-world cases,
and since the network classifies the entire image, it is
confronted with contextual information, it has never seen
before.
The problem of classifying digits is inherently more
difficult than determining the pitch of a note, as it depends
on the context and information that might have appeared
some time before in the music.
Ambiguities force the network to approximate for the
most likely case, causing it to struggle with exceptional
cases (see Fig. 2(b)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. CAM-Attention visualization of a trained network on three samples. The network seems to be focusing on the area that is slightly below and to the
right of the middle. This makes sense, as it can help the network to classify measure numbers (a), but might be counter-productive for other classes (b, c).

IV. C ONCLUSION
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Classifying digits and assigning it to its musical category is
a vital step for correctly reconstructing the musical semantic
of music. It allows an Optical Music Recognition system to
infer correct durations, and to understand which information
just has to be replicated as-is for the musician performing the
music. While a purely image-based approach can solve many
issues, we believe that the problem is inherently more difficult
and cannot be solved entirely by it, because digits are highly
context-sensitive, some information is implicit and has to be
deduced from earlier bars, there is no standardized way how
digits of certain classes are visually represented (e.g., italic
vs. non-italic), and some ambiguities can only be solved by
carefully examining the example and fusing it with information
that might not be present in that image.
Finally, when applying a machine-learning-based approach,
one has to ensure that the network actually learns the right
thing and not just overfits the training set. Gradient Visualization mechanisms can help to understand what the network actually learnt. Experiments with just an image-based approach
did not yield the results that we were hoping for, so we hope
that this work encourages future researchers to develop better
approaches.
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